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Just follow the first bullet points in this series of questions, and dont ask any more about programming GAGS until youve covered them. And then, when you do decide to ask about GAGS, its time to get your head out of your butt. What youll end up with is a good, playable game, but a much less polished, cramped, and claustrophobic experience than
a text adventure. Ironically, the tools that make it a lot easier to write programs are often the reason why so few people can program them. In any case, the important lesson here is that you shouldnt imagine the process of making a GAGS game is all fun and games. The task is not only ridiculously complicated but also a lesson in pain and tedium.
After the proof-of-concept game on the Apple II, the next few games were GAGS-based ports of Infocom games. The next I the list, and perhaps the most popular for its time, was based on the book The Hitchhikers Guide To The Galaxy by Douglas Adams. The basic idea is that Arthur had obtained the necessary tickets to a space-like place through
the random-number generator known as Life, but the ship he was on had a problem with its hyperdrive and was thus lost in space. Another milestone on the way to proving Williams and Sierra right and turning their hobby into a potentially career-making enterprise was meeting the Graham Nelson of Infocom and AGT: Duncan Sinclair. A native of
Boston and longtime AGT user, Sinclair was especially friendly with the team, in part because of his technological expertise and in part because he was an independent game designer and publisher whose creations, at the time, tended to be longer (and ultimately more commercially rewarding) than those of the cooperative Infocom at the time.
Dudley Dilemma would be one of Sinclair former creations, a young-adult romance set in the Boston area. Laid out over two novels or four chapters, the game gets progressively darker as it goes on. Its harrowing in a way that seems in keeping with Sinclairse quotable writing style. He also wrote a sequel, which Ive worked on translating in the past
as well as in this game. Originally titled A Turn for the Worse, its also as about as dark as things get, as its protagonist, like much of Sinclairse work, has been psychologically scarred by the crime of infanticide. There were other titles along the same lines of the Dilemma, but most of these eventually dropped out of circulation, and there isnt anything
else really like it on disk. Theres a fondness for the phrase No Man is an Island in Sinclairse work, and its hard to imagine that most of the people who came to play Dudleys Dilemma hadnt read it.
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